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HOLIDAY DECISION-MAKING!   
DO WE ACCEPT TOO MUCH RISK ? 
By Martin E. Doran

FROM EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

A
At the MMOPA convention last year, board members Manny Casiano 
and Mary Bryant both mentioned that the year-end holiday season is 
traditionally our worst time for accidents. Whether it’s a result of “get 
there-itis,” deteriorating weather, fewer daylight hours or other factors, 
it is a simple fact – we are at a higher risk of bending metal during the 
holiday season. Additionally, we are more likely to have loved ones 
aboard and should be ever more vigilant in our flying decisions. With 
this in mind, I decided to evaluate the risks from two recent flights to 
return my daughter and two college classmates from Connecticut to 
school in North Carolina.

After the mom’s teary-eyed goodbyes, I called for my IFR clearance 
and entered it in the Garmin navigator.  I then called up the stored 
flight plans in ForeFlight and discovered there were none; no saved 
terminal procedures either. However, the IFR en route charts and 
GPS were working, and I had a hard copy of the departure and 
destination approach plates. The day was CAVU over the entire 
route with no weather east of the Mississippi, so I decided to depart 
without ForeFlight charts. I would download them when I arrived 
at my destination.
Risk No. 1: ForeFlight charts not available

Our departure was uneventful except for the outstanding views 
of the New York City skyline as we climbed and were vectored to 
join V16 to Richmond. Once clear of the Class B, approach cleared 
me to 8,000 feet, which is usually below strong headwinds. Over 
central New Jersey, fighting 35-knot headwinds, my groundspeed 
was only 140–145 knots and the only possibility of improving 
groundspeed was down at 4,000 feet. Although this is lower than I 
normally like to fly (because of power-off glide distance), I chose to 
take lower and pick up 22-24 knots.
Risk No. 2: Lower than normal altitude 

Within 50 miles of the destination, talking to WashCenter and waiting 
for a handoff to Greensboro Approach, AWOS at the non-towered des-
tination reported winds from 240, which assured Runway 24 would be 
active. I cancelled IFR and was advised, “No traffic observed between 
you and the airport.” I had been monitoring the CTAF but there was 
no chatter!  I self-announced straight in for 24 and reported every two 
miles while looking for traffic. Although I could have come around and 
made a left midfield downwind entry for 24, the direct 240 heading 
made the straight-in easier.
Risk No. 3: Straight-in approach at non-towered field

On my initial call to clearance delivery, I learned there was no 
flight plan on file. I am sure this has never happened to anyone be-
fore. So I used my cellphone to file another flight plan. It was fairly 
quick, but I probably used another 15 minutes from start to finish.  
Combine this delay with the teary-eyed goodbyes earlier, and I 
was 45 minutes behind schedule. As such, my planned 90-minute 
layover turned into a 45-minute rest if I wanted to maintain my 
4:30 return departure time. I evaluated how I felt and decided to 
make the quick turn.  
Risk No. 4: The quick turn

Greensboro clearance advised that I was “cleared as filed” – 
music to my ears! Just one small hitch: My EDCT was more than 
three hours away, due to heavy Thanksgiving holiday traffic. 
Well, I knew that wouldn’t work, so I considered my options and 
decided to file for Albany, N.Y., at 9,000 feet and, once en route, 
I would ask to divert.  If this was not available, I would continue 
on to Albany or cancel IFR and go VFR. Neither was a preferred 
option, but I didn’t want to be delayed three  hours.  Also, I al-
ways carry a backpack with a change of clothes and was prepared 
to stay overnight in Albany. 
Risk No. 5: Filing and diverting

While en route to Albany, on the airway southwest of the Smyrna 
VOR, I requested a diversion to a “new” destination. Immediately 
I was advised it was “unlikely,” but WashCenter agreed to try. After 
five minutes, Center came back with a surprise clearance — di-
rect Sea Isle (SIE) on the southern tip of New Jersey, then V139 
RICED, RICED4 arrival, direct home base. The risk here was ap-
parent immediately.  After SIE, I would be over the Atlantic for 125 
miles, at night, single-engine piston. I asked for higher, put on the 
O2 and headed direct to Sea Isle.
Risk No. 6: Overwater arrival routing 

As I reflect on each decision, it’s obvious that the risk factors 
changed en route, and decisions had to be made to determine 
the continued feasibility of safe flight. I continually identified 
risks, evaluated risk levels (and risk mitigation opportunities) 
and the likelihood that something bad would occur. In retro-
spect, would I have made the same decisions during the course 
of flight? I probably could question each decision and find 
reason to second-guess each one.  
 Life is full of decisions — career decisions, financial matters, 
lifestyle choices — that once made, we must live with whether 
we like the consequences or not. The difference for us as pilots 
is that each decision we make involves risks, any one of which 
could have severe consequences. The ability to review decisions 
in a post-flight analysis and play Monday morning quarterback 
is a favorite pastime of pilots as we learn from our experiences 
and, hopefully, use those experiences to improve the decision-
making process.  
 I don’t believe that any particular decision I made on this trip 
was bad. I considered each one as well as the attendant risks. 
With the benefit of hindsight, perhaps I would have made other 
choices. I think Manny and Mary were right when they men-
tioned that pilots may push their decision-making during the 
holiday season.  
 Consider your risks, evaluate them and make good choices.
All the best,

Marty
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Get a robot to do  
your heavy moving
Wouldn’t it be fun to run your own robot drone around the airport 
and the FAA couldn’t say anything about it? Have you ever been 
able to move your airplane on the ground while sitting on the wing?
 Drones and robots are all the rage these days, and they can do 
all sorts of jobs from spying on your neighbors to delivering pizza. 
But the truth of the matter is that sometimes robots actually do 
make your job easier.
 Anthony Chan of AC Air Technology has developed a remote-
control robot aircraft tug that is a true time saver. There are all 
sorts of solutions on the market to move your airplane in and out 
of the hangar. Some are cheaper than others, but price doesn’t 
always stack up with true convenience. 
 Next time you bend over to hook up the tow bar to your air-
plane consider all the steps it takes just to get ready to move it. If 
it’s heavy, you need a mirror or a second set of hands to hook the 
tow bar to the tug. You need a second set of eyes to make sure 
you don’t smash the tail in the back of the T-hangar or touch the 
wing of the airplane next to you in the community hangar. If you 
are using a motorized tug attached to the front axle, you’ve got 
to manhandle the entire thing to steer the airplane, and going is 
easier than coming.
 The bottom line for an aircraft tug is that it must be reliable, 
easy and cheap to operate, as well as available when you need it. 
It turns out that a remotely controlled electric robot can fill just 
about every need on any airplane owner’s list. 
 If you have ever played with a remote-controlled car, you’ll 
get the hang of operating the TrackTech in a few minutes. 
With the gear capture rollers, you just drive the tug up to the 
nose wheel (or tail wheel of a tail-dragger). It’s best to leave the 

chocks in as you drive the tug under the wheel. It will lock in 
place, and you’ll be ready to move the airplane in seconds. No 
bending, crawling around on your knees or struggling to line up 
and hook the tow bar. 
 While controlling the tug using the remote, you can walk over 
and check the wingtip clearance from the hangar door. Or you 
can steer while watching from the rear of the airplane to avoid 
smashing the rudder. The TrackTech tug does very well on pave-
ment and smooth grass and it handles moderate inclines with 
ease. Its powerful electric motors produce enough torque to 
move your airplane at a brisk walking pace, and the rechargeable 
lithium ion battery will last for 45 minutes of normal use. 
 Tail wheels, nose wheels, fairings or no fairings, tugs are avail-
able to tow gross weights from 5,000 pounds to 21,000 pounds. 
The T2 tug comes with a Lazy Susan to enable easier maneuver-
ing of the larger airplanes. 
 When you finally park the airplane in the hangar, you can leave 
it on the tug, ready to move next time to make it even easier. Just 
hook it up with the charger, and it will be ready to go. 
 Check out ACAirTechnology.com and see the photos and 
videos of AC Air’s TrackTech tug in operation, and you might be 
seeing one in your future.

FIRST LOOK
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FIRST LOOK

Everything in its place — in style
Now that pilots are packing iPads and chargers instead of loose-leaf binders, it’s 
probably time to reconsider how we haul them around. Flight Gear tapped a team 
of GA pilots to design a flight bag for the 21st Century cockpit, and the Navigator 
Bag is the result. Just 10 inches wide by 22 inches long by 11 inches high, the Navi-

gator offers room to carry multiple headsets, 
an iPad, backup charts and all the accesso-

ries (and their endless cords and 
chargers!). Exterior pockets are 

padded to protect those 
headsets, iPads and 

hand-held GPSs, 
and the main 

compartment 
can even take a 
change of clothes 

if you need 
to. Put this 
flight bag on 
your holiday 

wish list  
with the 

notation to visit 
Sportys.com.

Carry your own wi-fi  
hotspot wherever you fly
The smart phone, tablet and laptop have transformed General Aviation, but what 
happens when you find yourself out of range of your cellular network? Not much. 
So consider the possibilities of Iridium GO! which promises a satellite-backed 
wi-fi hotspot — absolutely anywhere! This compact, durable and portable unit 
enables reliable voice and data for your phone or as many as five mobile devices. 
Just flip up the integrated antenna, and the battery-powered unit connects 
quickly and automatically to the Iridium LEO satellite constellation to create a 
hotspot anywhere in your cockpit or for 50 feet in any direction outside. For more 
info, go to SatellitePhoneStore.com.

When you need 
to know what 
you know…
Hypoxia has been in the news of late, 

and perhaps you’ve been thinking about 

a monitoring system that would tell you 

when you, as PIC, are putting yourself 

and your loved ones in danger. Aircraft 

Spruce is offering a pulse oximeter, 

the MD300 C201, which will give you a 

non-invasive way to spot-check your 

functional oxygen saturation of arte-

rial hemoglobin or SpO2. Once you’ve 

established what’s normal for you (at 

altitude and on the ground), you’ll know 

when you need to reach for the supple-

mental oxygen, even if you’re well below 

the FAA-mandated 14,000-foot altitude 

level. Generally speaking, that can be 

when your oxygen saturation level drops 

as little as 5 percent below normal home 

altitude saturation level. For details, 

head for AircraftSpruce.com.
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OYSTER
Oyster is Netflix for 
books. Read bound-
less books, anytime, 
anywhere. Enjoy in-
stant access to every-
thing from bestselling 
young adult fiction 
and romantic dramas 
to epic biographies, 
inspiring business 
stories and much 
more. This great 
application is perfect 
for those long hauls, 
offering unlimited 
access to more than 
500,000 books for 
$9.95 a month, with 
new titles added all 
the time. Compatibil-
ity: iPhone, Android, 
Kindle, and more;  
COST: FREE WITH  
$9.95 MONTHLY  
SUBSCRIPTION

HOTEL TONIGHT
Are you making an 
impromptu weekend 
getaway with the 
airplane? Hotel To-
night helps you select 
last-minute rooms 
in hotels sorted by 
categories such as 
hip, luxe, solid, basic 
or charming. You’ll be 
able to find some-
thing last-minute 
that caters to your 
style. Not only does 
Hotel Tonight guaran-
tee the lowest rates, 
but it only works with 
the best of the best. 
Think The W, not Mo-
tel 6. Oh, and here’s 
a tip – check the app 
at noon every day. 
This is when the new 
(and best) deals are 
posted! Compatibility: 
iPhone, Android;  
COST: FREE

POCKET
Sometimes you spot 
an article that you’d 
love to read but it’s 
the middle of the 
work day and you 
definitely don’t have 
the time right then. 
So you send it to 
yourself and clog up 
your email. Pocket 
solves this problem. 
You can save articles, 
videos, recipes and 
web pages that 
you find online and 
get to them later. 
Pocket works on your 
phone, tablet and 
computer, so you can 
save something on 
your phone and read 
it later on your laptop. 
Compatibility: iPhone, 
Android;  
COST: FREE

AWESOME NOTE
Planning the next 
trip in the airplane? 
You will want this 
application! Usually 
personal organizer 
apps are pretty 
inconvenient to use. 
They’re over-cluttered 
with features and 
poorly designed. 
But Awesome Note 
is a well-designed 
organizer with a built-
in calendar, to-do 
list, party-planning 
section and photo 
journal. Plus there are 
tabs for anniversary 
reminders and travel 
diaries. You’ll actually 
want to use this one. 
Compatibility: iPhone, 
Android;  
COST: $4.99

NIKE  
TRAINING CLUB
The perfect workout 
on the go! Workouts 
of 15, 30 and 45 min-
utes that can be done 
anywhere, anytime. 
You can use the Nike 
Training Club app and 
get your workouts 
done whenever you 
have a free second 
— right in your own 
room. There are over 
100 workout videos 
by Nike trainers and 
superstar athletes 
on the app so that 
you can actually see 
what to do without 
the hassle of going 
to a gym. Compatibil-
ity: iPhone, Android; 
COST: FREE

TWO DOTS
Let’s have fun in-
flight! A minimalist 
puzzler through and 
through, TwoDots 
– the single player 
game – delivers ac-
cessible and satisfy-
ing challenges by the 
bucketful. While its 
style and sound mir-
ror the unvarnished 
nature of its puzzles, 
its seemingly simple 
exterior hides a com-
pelling depth that 
will keep you coming 
back for more. Explore 
new challenges on 
your journey through 
multiple worlds. Solve 
challenging puzzles 
by connecting the 
dots and more. 
Compatibility: iPhone, 
Android;  
COST: FREE

Put that smart 
phone to work 
while you fly
Your phone could be your most valu-

able travel companion with the right 

applications. Here are our suggestions 

of useful apps for the modern General 

Aviation traveler.  

   These apps cover everything from 

planning an overnight at a last-minute 

stop to providing entertainment dur-

ing the long hauls. You can learn new 

skills, cook a meal, and track workouts, 

all on that little device we can’t seem 

to live without.

COMPANION APPS
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Shortly before Oshkosh 2014, Dutch aviation authorities released a very 
interesting report.  Although the report addressed airline operations and 
did not get much press in the U.S., it provided a warning and answered 
common questions about the way an autopilot intercepts and couples to 
glideslopes during an ILS approach, including why most autopilots will 
only couple when intercepting the glideslope from below.   

FALSE GLI  DESLOPE 
BY THOMAS P. TURNER
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 “The Dutch government’s safety board 
wants to publicize the existence of false 
glideslope indications that could cause the 
aircraft, when coupled to the autopilot, 
to pitch up rather than down,” the report 
stated. “The insights were gathered during 
an investigation into a pitch-up incident 
on a Boeing 737 in which the incident 
‘digressed’ until the aircraft’s stick shaker 
activated (a stall warning indication). The 
board wants pilots to understand the dan-
gerous information these false glideslope 
signals can send to an aircraft’s autopilot 
that might cause the system to operate in a 
manner opposite to what the cockpit crew 
expects.” 
 The report, published (in June 2014), 
focused too on the result of the unex-
pected pitch up. “The resulting loss of 
airspeed may cause the aircraft to stall,” 
the report said. The Dutch authorities said 
that while false glideslope indications are 
not new, until recently it was believed that 
even false signals would head the aircraft 
in the proper direction, down and toward 

the runway, just at a higher rate of descent. 
Further investigations revealed that four 
similar incidents have occurred in Europe, 
while 19 were found in a U.S. database, all 
at different airports and involving different 
operators.
 The Dutch report is available at CFMedia-
view.com/lp1.aspx?v=8_83625797_3001_14. 
 We discussed this effect of the Instru-
ment Landing System with students 
20 years ago while I was teaching at an 
international flight-training corpora-
tion in Wichita, Kan. This FAA diagram 
points out the hazard of false glideslope 
generation by ILS transmitters and how an 
airplane might encounter a much steeper, 
higher false glideslope if intercepting from 
above instead of below the correct signal.  
 A few years later, while flying in corpo-
rate operations in the southeastern United 
States, I recall experiencing a false glides-
lope intercept while flying a coupled ILS 
approach. Flying into busy terminal air-
space and arriving from a direction with 
relatively high terrain, I was higher than 

the published glideslope intercept altitude, 
and the nav radio apparently homed in on 
the glidepath above me instead of below. 
The aircraft pitched up when I was expect-
ing it to hold altitude for the intercept, 
sensing, as best I could tell, the false 9-de-
gree glideslope instead of waiting to inter-
cept the true 3-degree path. Having taught 
this anomalous indication to others, after 
a brief moment of confusion, I recognized 
the problem and disengaged the autopilot. 
Luckily, I was in visual conditions at the 
time and simply continued for a visual 
landing. Had I been in IMC (instrument 
meteorological conditions), I would have 
missed the approach and asked for vectors 
for another intercept.
 This is why, I presume, most autopilots 
are designed to couple to a glideslope only 
when intercepted from below. It is possible 
that an intercept from above could begin 
from above the false glideslope as well, 
and the autopilot might couple to this er-
roneous, very steep and screaming descent 
toward the ground.  

FALSE GLIDESLOPE
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 It’s also why it’s vital to compare your 
height and rate of descent when crossing 
the final approach fix inbound on an ILS 
approach. Your altitude when crossing the 
FAF tells you that you (or your autopilot) 
are sensing the glideslope and not some 
anomalous signal. Your rate of descent 
shortly afterward tells you whether you are 
following the proper glidepath. If you’re 
flying the steeper, 6-degree to 9-degree  
(and maybe even as much as a 15-degree) 
false glideslope, your rate of descent will 
be excessive if you (or the autopilot) keeps 
the glideslope indicator centered.
 If your autopilot pitches upward when 

you’ve armed the ILS approach and 
are inbound toward the glideslope, 

disengage the autopilot immediately, 
hand-fly the airplane and assess 

the situation. If you have any 
doubt at all about what’s hap-

pening, descend no further, 
report the situation to Air 

Traffic Control and obtain 
an amended clearance 

to divert or try another 

intercept to the approach.
 If operational reality or ATC direc-
tion puts you in a position where you are 
descending into the glidepath from above: 
 First, realize that your autopilot will most 
likely fail to intercept the glideslope. Its oper-

ating logic prevents 
an intercept 

from anything 
other than 

below the glideslope.  
 Second, hand-fly the 

airplane until you are established 
on glideslope. You may 

then engage the 

autopilot and couple it to the glideslope. 
But be ready in case it does not sense the 
glideslope long enough to couple for the 
approach. If you’re forced to intercept 
the glideslope from above, you may be 
required to hand-fly the entire procedure.
 Cockpit automation is a tremendous 
boon to flying a single-pilot turboprop like 
the TBM safely.  Automation, however, 
requires you think ahead of what the air-
plane might do and be ready to take over 
immediately if it begins to take the aircraft 
somewhere other than where you expect.  
Luckily, the false glideslope phenomenon 
is known, so it’s easy for us to anticipate. 
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REVERSE WITH CARE

I was flying on location at Bermuda Dunes, Calif., 20 years ago for the 
ABC-TV series, “Wide World of Flying.” We’d knocked out most of the 
air-to-air and ground shots on the production list, but the Socata pilot 
riding right-seat was concerned about the last one. 
 I’d written the script to include a short sequence showing the 

airplane backing into a parking space using reverse thrust. Before we fired 
up for the final shot, the French pilot and I had borrowed a broom from 
the FBO and meticulously swept the ramp to assure there were no loose stones or any other debris that might be 
sucked into the airplane’s intake. 
 Finally, as the light was fading and our director was getting progressively more antsy, we backed the plane into its 
appointed spot. Fortunately, the result was a total anticlimax. We got the shot in one take. The airplane was no worse 
for wear, and our director could finally relax. 
 The point is, while reverse thrust is standard equipment on many aircraft, injudicious use of reverse under the wrong 
circumstances can be expensive. No matter who the manufacturer, turbine aircraft engines are intolerant of reverse thrust 
at the wrong time and place. The consequence of reversing on a dirt or gravel runway can be debris sucked into the intake 
and a FOD-ed engine. Some manufacturers caution against using reverse on any surface other than smooth and hard. 
 Or very wet. The first uses of reverse were on early, piston-powered seaplanes that would otherwise have had 
no way of braking on water. Twin-engine water birds found reverse especially beneficial, not only to reduce water 
run-out on landing but for maneuvering in tight spaces. An experienced pilot could sometimes ease his airplane 
right up to a dock by using differential forward and reverse thrust. 
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Reverse thrust can be  
a convenient tool in a  
variety of circumstances, 
but handle it with care.  
BY BILL COX 



 Revising the prop pitch to a negative 
angle on piston-engine aircraft had some 
interesting — and often unfavorable — 
side effects. Piston aircraft are generally 
air-cooled, and reversing the flow of air for 
braking results in an instantaneous reduc-
tion in cooling air across the cylinders. 
That’s about as extreme an example of 
shock cooling as you’ll find.  
 For better or worse, reverse pitch is 
rarely employed on piston aircraft these 
days. Most land-based turboprop and jet 
airlines make it a practice to use reverse 
on nearly every landing, regardless of 
runway length. They do this for several 
reasons. First, the high-speed airfoil(s) 
often demand high approach speeds, as 
much as 150 knots on a heavily loaded 
Boeing 747. Second, on pure jet aircraft, 
flight idle is still significant power, often 
as much as 55 percent, and that means 
any braking action is partially offset by the 
engines themselves. 
 In airline service, both turboprops and 
jets may sometimes use reverse to power 
back from a gate, though that’s not a com-
mon practice because of the possibility of 
damage to a terminal building. 
 Reverse can also come in handy during 
a rejected takeoff. I was once a passenger in 
the back of a 737 when the pilot aborted a 
takeoff from Houston Hobby airport. The 
captain’s side window had come open right 

at rotation. The pilot slammed the nose gear 
back onto the runway, went to full reverse 
thrust and max braking and roared to a stop 
roughly 50 feet from the runway’s end. 
 Reverse is a great tool for operation 
into short strips, but the airlines more 
often use it to minimize time on an active 
runway and reduce wear on the tires and 
brakes, which are almost universally more 
expensive than the sequencing mechanism 
and thrust reverse “buckets” themselves. 
 Propellor-driven single and twin turbo-
props are governed by a slightly different 
set of rules than pure jets, but the same set 
of priorities makes perfect sense. Tires and 
brakes are still more expensive than simply 
reversing thrust, and the economics can 
work well for corporate or private operators. 
 There are even some jets and turboprops 
that are approved for reverse in flight, 
though only with care. The Boeing C-17 
heavy-lift cargo aircraft sometimes use in-
flight reverse for high-rate tactical descents 
into combat zones. NASA’s Shuttle Training 
Aircraft, a highly modified Gulfstream II, 
used in-flight thrust reversers to simulate 
the Space Shuttle’s steep, landing profile 
(a 4.5-1 glide ratio) when approaching 
Cape Canaveral.  Many Russian turboprop 
aircraft can reverse in flight, as can several 
of the Swiss Pilatus propjets. 
 The de Havilland Twin Otter is another 
of those airplanes that can employ reverse 

thrust to steepen a descent. The DHC-6 
is often used as a heavy-freight hauler for 
the backwoods of Canada and Alaska, and 
reverse thrust makes it easier to sandwich 
the Twin Otter into miniature, unim-
proved non-airports, especially in situa-
tions where tall trees or terrain surround 
the landing area.  
 An old friend, Bob “Moose” Krebs, used 
to fly Twin Otters for Catalina Airlines, 
back and forth between Long Beach and 
Catalina Airport. Bob once let me sneak 
aboard a Twin Otter and fly co-pilot on a 
non-rev flight, and he demonstrated what 
the airplane could do in a descent configu-
ration with both props reversed. Moose 
pushed the nose over to peg the VSI off 
the bottom of the scale with everything 
hanging out and the props in max reverse. 
The pitch attitude looked like something 
you might see from a Stuka dive bomber. 
 Bob was so good with the airplane that 
he could fly it practically to the ground 
in reverse, but he was emphatic that you 
needed to begin your recovery early by 
first returning to forward thrust. Other-
wise, you could misjudge the flare and 
wipe out the airplane.      
 Even in more conventional modes, 
reverse thrust provides an impressive 
assist when it’s necessary to plant the 
airplane and stop it short. Reverse is far 
more effective at high speed because the 
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prop(s) provide a mechanism to project 
air forward. Jets can only redirect exhaust 
gases forward (usually at a less efficient, 
45-degree angle). That’s not nearly as 
effective as propeller blades re-pitched to 
push air against the direction of travel.  
 In landing mode, normal practice is to 
engage reverse as early as possible after 
touchdown and hold it as long as there’s no 
risk of FOD damage. If you fly the airlines 
regularly, you’ll notice they enter reverse as 
soon as the main gear struts are depressed. 
(Many aircraft have micro switches that 
inhibit engaging reverse until the weight of 
the aircraft is firmly on the main gear.) The 
airlines generally make it a practice to be 
out of reverse by the time the aircraft slows 
to 60 knots. Use of reverse below that speed 
is likely to blow ground debris out in front 
of the intakes where it can be channeled 
through the engines. 
 Reverse can be invaluable on slick run-
ways where braking action may be limited 

or nonexistent. If the airplane begins to lose 
traction on a wet or ice-covered runway, a 
pilot may choose to engage reverse and de-
celerate to taxi speed with no risk of locking 
up wheels and losing directional control. 
 Perhaps the most unusual application of 
reverse thrust occurred on an airplane that 
wasn’t even fitted with reversible props. The 
story goes that a TWA captain was land-
ing a Lockheed Constellation in a fierce 
snowstorm at Wichita Mid-Continent 
Airport back in the mid-1950s. The runway 
was covered with snow and ice, and shortly 
after touchdown, the Connie began to veer 
toward the left runway lights in the gusting 
winds. In an amazing stroke of airmanship, 
the captain added power on both starboard 
engines to increase the rate of left rotation. 
The big Lockheed’s nose swung 90 degrees 

left and continued around until the airplane 
was sliding backwards, still tracking down 
the runway. When the Connie had com-
pleted a full 180-degree turn, the captain 
added power on both port engines to stop 
the rotation. Then, he went to full power on 
all four engines, effectively converting for-
ward thrust to reverse thrust and stopped 
the airplane on the runway.   
  Reverse thrust can offer single-engine 
propjets a major advantage over twin-en-
gine models. Just as loss of thrust on one 
side of a King Air, Cheyenne or Conquest 
causes major directional control issues 

in flight, loss of any form of asymmetri-
cal braking action introduces the same 
problems on the ground. Several accidents 
have been attributed to uncommanded 
deployment of thrust reversers on one side 
of a jet or twin turboprop. Conversely, if 
thrust reverse fails on a single, the only 
consequence is reduced braking action 
with no loss of steering control.  
 Reverse thrust is just one more benefit 
of jetprops such as the PA-46 series, the 
fastest single-engine turboprop in the 
world. With the help of prop reverse, it 
can also be one of the slowest.
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PIPER  
M-CLASS  
QUALITY  
INITIATIVES 
BY STUART MCSORLEY, PIPER DIRECTOR OF QUALITY

M y approach to quality is founded in a quote often erroneously 
attributed to Aristotle but actually from a discussion of the 
Greek philosopher and scientist by noted author Will Durant:
 “We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an 
act, but a habit.”

 At Piper, the “voice of the customer,” both internally through feedback from 
our employees and externally from Piper owners and operators, is key to im-
proving quality, and so we need to continually ask these questions:

1. What do we need to stop doing?
2. What do we need to start doing?
3. What do we need to continue doing?

Answering these questions honestly generates the opportunity to sustain high 
quality and improve poor quality. The principle is simple – gather data, analyze, 
act on the findings, communicate to all levels and constantly review.



    This is the foundation for the relentless 
pursuit of customer satisfaction through 
improving quality.
    Translating the philosophical approach 
to quality into real-world improvements 
at Piper has resulted in a number of actual 
factory initiatives for M-Class Pipers, 
including:

• Nuisance fuel boost pump warnings: 
Some Mirage/Matrix aircraft have 
experienced this issue for years, and 
now we have new boost pumps be-
ing implemented in production that 
provide for improved fuel-system pres-
sures, thus eliminating this issue. 

• We are investigating new solutions for 
lift transducers, investigating multiple 
approaches to potential fuel-sender 
issues. 

• A developmental solution has been 
issued to certain airplanes to eliminate 
the nuisance of De-Ice Fail messages 
encountered on certain airframes in 
icing conditions 

• Upgrades to Garmin core Graphi-
cal Display Unit software in late 2013 
resolved certain configuration matters, 
which previously led to power-up 
system issues. 

• An improved engine mount an-
nounced in SB1103E is now available

AVIATION PASSION
Before Piper, my career in aerospace permit-
ted me to be involved in a number of facets of 
the industry, but I had never had the ability to 
contribute to a complete airplane – see it roll 
out the door to a brand new customer. One 
of the other things that attracted me to Piper 
was the culture.  
 Historically, Piper has had some ups and 
downs. However, there is tenacity within the 
team here, and there is such a love and loyalty 
for what we do. In my group, I have a couple 
of employees who have been here more than 
45 years. And we just recently celebrated 
the 50th anniversary with a gentleman who 
works in the fabrication area. There is a pas-
sion for aerospace, and there is a passion for 
General Aviation that is something you can-
not quite describe unless you have been here.
 The Piper brand name is synonymous with 
reliability, and there are so many out in the 
field. So we ask ourselves, how do we improve 
it? What can we do to make a better product? 
How can we wow our customers, which is the 
ultimate goal?  

QUALITY AS A DIFFERENTIATOR
Quality is the biggest differentiator. When 
you line airplane products up side-by-side, 
often they perform similarly, so one of 
the differentiators is really how you apply 
improvements, and how that affects the 
customer.  
 We start with the voice of the customer, 
internally and externally, which can some-
times be a little sobering. You can have an 
owner who is going to give you direct feed-
back about things that have gone really well, 
and sometimes you get feedback with things 
that they are disappointed in. 
 I think the key is to embrace that and 
then to dive in and investigate whether it’s 
something that may have been just a one-off 
situation, or whether it’s something that we 
really need to look into to provide a better 
and more consistent product.  
 When I came here, CEO Simon Caldecott 
and Jim Funk, our VP of operations, had 
already set up a special room called “Piper 
Works,” where we have a process for ad-

vanced manufacturing projects. This gives us 
a platform to be able to implement process 
improvements under a structured umbrella. 

OWNERSHIP FROM  
THE FACTORY FLOOR
The thing that I like about it the most is that 
it is owned by all of us, not just senior leader-
ship. The projects executed typically evolve 
from voice of the customer issues, and they 
actually are owned by our team members 
on the factory floor, at work every day. We 
encourage and provide them with training 
and basic tools enabling them to solve issues, 
independently. And I like it because you see 
the ownership thing come through. There’s a 
lot of pride generated when you engage your 
team on the floor to solve issues because 
often it may be something that they struggle 
with themselves.  
 We are all about continuous improve-
ment. The first thing is to recognize things 
that we are good at, and then recognize 
some things that maybe where we are not so 

good. Then we communicate. You will get 
a better product, and the benefit for Piper 
is that often we may save some money and 
some time or improve our efficiency, which 
enables us to reinvest in newer products and 
innovations.  
 We have engaged a number of the dealers 
and owners to look critically at the prod-
uct fit and finish. You get a mixture: Some 
people think that it looks great; other people 
will be more critical. On other occasions, we 
will get feedback from our owners, and they 
will say they would prefer the interior to be 
different or we would prefer that the paint 
had a different finish or another look.  
 The key is really delivering the highest qual-
ity all the time. So we have looked at our paint 
process, we have looked at the facility, we have 
looked at all of the equipment we have used, 
and we have invested heavily. We have done a 
complete overhaul of the paint booth, and we 
have looked at the latest equipment.

TAKING IT TO THE NEXT LEVEL
I think the really big thing that we are doing 
is that we are trying to envision the next 
level. So we’re looking, at the moment, at 
how we do the interiors, and how we do the 
fit and finish of the aircraft. We’re saying, 
OK, we have an excellent product that’s 
functioned and carried many, many people 
around safely for many, many years. How 
do we bring some of the latest 21st Century 
technology into that? It’s a fun challenge.
 The last big piece of the puzzle, for me 
particularly, is training. We just launched the 
Foundations for Success Training Program. 
Essentially, what we are doing is creating a 
comprehensive training, career development 
and succession program for the entire enter-
prise. The key to it is giving an opportunity 
for everybody to learn as much as they pos-
sibly can, and the benefit that we get is that 
we get a cross-functional workforce.  
 Back to my philosophical approach to 
quality – the focus is on consistency. If you 
want to make a repeatedly good product, all 
the time, quality is consistent conformance 
to requirement. That is what we strive for 
every day at Piper Aircraft. 

Stuart McSorley joined Piper in 2013 with more 
than 33 years of commercial aerospace experience, 
including 18 years as an airframe mechanic (still 
current) at various European commercial aircraft 
manufacturers such as GKN, Hispano Suiza and 
Bombardier. After promotion from the line, he held 
leadership positions as director of quality for Circor 
Aerospace’s West Coast operations and head of 
quality at Triumph Aerostructures.  Previously, he 
also held quality leadership positions at Bell Heli-
copter, Shaw Aero Devices and GKN Aerospace. He 
earned a degree in fabrication and manufacturing 
engineering and, post-college, graduated as a Certi-
fied Quality Auditor as well as a Six Sigma Green 
Belt and Lean Manufacturing tutor. 
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Maintenance
BY KEVIN MEAD

The Mirage Alternator
Confusion with the consumer and at Piper dictates some extra attention

T he Mirage alternator has long been the source of confusion for owners and me-
chanics alike. In fact, finding incorrect alternators installed on a Mirage is one of 
the most common squawks I see during pre-purchase inspections. Other com-
mon squawks include finding a fan on the LH (No. 1) alternator where none is re-
quired or finding incorrectly sized drive pulleys installed. Why all the confusion? 

Why is it that what should be a simple, direct part replacement occasionally confounds even 
Piper Service Centers? To understand the problem it helps to know its history.  
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 When the Mirage was introduced in 
1989, it came equipped with two 70-amp, 
belt-driven Prestolite alternators. Both 
alternators were supplied by Lycoming with 
the Mirage engine. (This original alterna-
tor (p#ALU 8421) was prone to very nasty 
bearing failures and was soon superseded by 
the improved ALU 8521 alternator, which 
continued in use through 1997.) 
 The confusion begins with the fact that 
the basic alternators had to be modified by 
Lycoming before use. Although the alter-
nators were the same basic unit (the ALU 
8521), Lycoming adapted them to suit their 
application on the TIO540AE2A engine. 
The LH and RH alternators, as used in the 
Mirage engine, required smaller drive pulleys 
than those that came with the basic unit, and 
only the No. 2 (RH) was equipped with a fan, 
which was installed on the front, under the 
drive pulley. In addition, neither alternator 
required a cooling shroud, a piece of equip-
ment that came installed on the alternator 
from its manufacturer. Lycoming removed 
the fan (on one alternator only) and shrouds 
that came with all ALU 8521 alternators 
before installation on the Mirage engine.  
 The confusion deepens here, as these 
modifications necessitated giving the LH 
and RH units (now different from each other 
AND their original configuration) distinct, 
Lycoming part numbers. So in the end, the 
LH and RH units had each been altered from 
their original configuration, and each had 
been given its own unique Lycoming part 
number. However, each also carried the same, 
original vendor part number on its case. 
 This part-number confusion was aggra-
vated in 1998, when Piper began producing 
the Mirage with the three-blade Hartzell 
propeller for the first time. This and other 
changes required an increase in the amper-
age capacity of the alternators in order to 
meet the higher electrical loads. Lycoming 
began using 75-amp units in place of the 
earlier 70-amp units (vendor p# ALU 8539). 
As with the 70-amp units used pre-1998, 
Lycoming altered these new 75-amp units 
by removing their shrouds, replacing their 
pulleys and removing the fan from the No. 2 
unit. And again, Lycoming provided its own 
part numbers for the LH and RH alternators.  
 Another important change occurred at 
the same time. Lycoming began selling the 
75-amp Mirage alternators as a proprietary 
part. Replacement alternators could no 
longer be purchased through the vendor or 
its distributors.  
 So to review, two identical alternators 
are manufactured, then sent to Lycoming, 
where they are modified (removal of the fan 
on the units to be used on the LH, removal 

of shrouds and replacement of the pulley), 
given Lycoming part numbers and then 
installed on the TIO540 engine. This modi-
fication and the subsequent part number 
confusion is the source of problems that 
continue to this day.
 So let’s tackle the fan problem first, which 
only comes into play with the ALU 8521 
alternators supplied on the pre-1998 Mirage. 
Naturally, a mechanic tasked with replac-
ing a failed alternator would be inclined to 
simply order another unit using the vendor 
number on the case. This would not be a 
problem if that unit was in the No. 2, or RH, 
position, i.e., the alternator requiring a fan. 
But it becomes a problem if the mechanic is 
replacing the No. 1, or LH unit, but did not 
know to remove the fan before installation.  
 Why is it so important to remove that fan? 
Wouldn’t two fans provide more cooling? 
It seems counter-intuitive, but in this case, 
having a fan on the LH alternator actually 

impedes cooling. On the RH side, the alter-
nator fan actually pulls the cooling air from 
the back of the alternator and expels it from 
the front. But the unique baffle arrange-
ment on the Mirage engine results in the LH 
alternator protruding through the forward 
baffle, creating a situation where the cooling 
air now is forced to enter through the front 
and is expelled through the back. Thus, a fan 
installed on the LH unit will reduce or even 
stop the cooling air flow. 
 So Lycoming specifies that the fan be 
removed before the alternator is installed in 
the No. 1 (LH) position. Similarly, cooling 
shrouds, if used in the Mirage engine will 
impede cooling, which is why Lycoming 
removes them before installing them on the 
engine. The bottom line is that a mechanic 
replacing a No. 1 (LH) alternator will need 
to remove both the shroud and the fan first 
and, if replacing the No. 2 unit, will need to 
remove the shroud. 
 Now let’s tackle the pulley problem. Be-
cause of reasons too boring to go into even 
in this article, the Mirage alternator utilizes a 

pulley smaller than the one on the alterna-
tors as supplied by their vendor. So if order-
ing a replacement unit ALU8521 alternator 
for a pre-1998 plane, the pulley that comes 
with that unit will be too large for use in the 
Mirage. It is up to the installer to remove the 
vendor-supplied pulley and replace it with 
the smaller diameter drive pulley from the 
bad alternator. 
 If installed as delivered from the vendor, 
one alternator will have a small pulley and 
the other a large one, possibly preventing the 
alternators from carrying equal loads at low-
engine RPMs. Normally the pulley problem 
only comes into play if you’re replacing an 
alternator on a pre-1998 plane, but it can 
also occur if a 70-amp, ALU 8521 alternator 
is erroneously installed on a post-1997 plane, 
which happens all the time as I’ll discuss in 
the next paragraph. 
 Now for the last problem, which applies 
only to the post-1997 Mirage. Luckily, since 
the replacement alternators for these planes 
are now available only through Lycoming, 
the shroud, fan and pulley problems have 
been eliminated. The 75-amp alternators 
used in the post-1998 Mirage can only be 
purchased in their Lycoming-altered state, 
with a Lycoming part number, through 
Lycoming distributors. They will arrive with 
the correct pulley, no shrouds and the appro-
priate fan placement. 
 But all this is contingent on getting the 
correct alternator in the first place, which 
is not a certainty owing to yet more part 
number confusion. Here’s how this confusion 
normally plays out. If a mechanic (unaware of 
the Lycoming part numbers for the alterna-
tor he is trying to replace) calls his normal 
alternator source and requests the part 
number stamped on the alternator case (the 
original vendor part number ALU 8539), the 
distributor will not recognize it, since the unit 
is proprietary to Lycoming and only used in 
the Mirage application. It simply will not ap-
pear on their list of possible alternators. This 
will cause them to refer to their data for the 
TIO540AE2A engine to see which alternator 
should be installed. When they do this, they 
will find only the old 70-amp part number 
previously used for the pre-1998 Mirage, as 
the parts manual has never been updated 
to reflect the higher amperage, post-1997 
alternator. He will then send an inappropriate 
ALU8521 out to the mechanic who may then 
install an alternator with not only the incor-
rect amperage, but also the incorrect pulley 
and a shroud on the plane. 
 So why buy a new alternator at all? 
Couldn’t this scenario be avoided if the me-
chanic simply sent the defective alternator 
out for overhaul? Yes, if anyone would over-

The LH and RH alterna-
tors, as used in the Mirage 
engine, required smaller 
drive pulleys than those 
that came with the basic 
unit, and only the No. 2 
(RH) was equipped with 
a fan, which was installed 
on the front, under the 
drive pulley.
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haul it. But since the service information 
for this proprietary unit has never been 
released by Lycoming, overhaul shops are 
unable to perform legal overhauls. Some 
shops will work with you in gray legal 
areas to make repairs to the units, but 
overhauls are not possible. The mechanic 
is stuck with ordering a replacement unit 
through Lycoming and using the correct 
Lycoming number through a Lycoming 
distributor. It is the only way to get the 
correct alternator for a post-1997 plane.  
 All this conflicting information is 
problematic and raises questions about 
what document should be the ultimate 
authority for part number information. 
Some have argued that an ALU8521 is 

correct for a post-1997 plane because the 
parts list says so. 
 Here’s the way I look at it. Each air-
plane’s equipment list will tell the vendor 
part number for the alternators sup-
plied with that plane, either ALU8421, 
ALU8521 (for pre-1998 Mirages) or 
ALU8539 (for post-1997 Mirages). 
Furthermore, consider that if you order 
a replacement engine from Lycoming for 
your plane, they will ask for your aircraft 
serial number and will send you an 
engine equipped with either a 70-amp or 
75-amp alternator, depending not the age 
of the plane. They will never send an en-
gine with ALU 8521 alternators installed 
for use in a post-1997 plane. 

 Bottom line is that if you have a 1998 
or newer Mirage, flying with an ALU8521 
alternator, you have the incorrect part 
installed. But just in case there is still 
a question, Lycoming has provided 
SI#1154, which is a complete list of alter-
nators allowed for each of their products.  
 And once your mechanic has finally 
found the correct alternator for your 
plane, make sure he refers to Lycoming SI 
1451A for guidance on proper installa-
tion of the alternators and tensioning of 
the drive belts. The more steps you can 
take to avoid premature failure of the 
alternator, the longer it will be before 
you have to wade back into the alternator 
confusion.   
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The Mirage alternator has long been the source of confusion for owners and 
mechanics alike.  Why all the confusion? Why is it that what should be a simple, 

direct part replacement occasionally confounds even Piper Service Centers?  
To understand the problem it helps to know its history.  
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ACCIDENT REVIEW

On June 18, 2014, 
about 1635 CDT, a 
Piper PA-46-310P, 
N2428Q, crashed 
in an open field 

half a mile east of Lehman, Texas. 
The private pilot and two passen-
gers were fatally injured. The air-
plane was substantially damaged. 
The airplane was registered to 
Flying Lazy T, LLC, and operated 
by a private individual under the 
provisions of 14 Code of Federal 
Regulations Part 91 as a personal 
flight. Instrument meteorological 

conditions prevailed for the flight, 
which operated on an Instru-
ment Flight Rules flight plan. The 
cross-country flight originated 
from Aspen-Pitkin County Air-
port/Sardy Field (KASE), Aspen, 
Colo., at 1326, and was en route 
to Brenham Municipal Airport 
(11R), Brenham, Texas.
 Preliminary data available 
from the Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration indicated that the 
airplane was at FL270, deviat-
ing to the east due to weather. 
This preliminary data indicated 

that the airplane climbed to an 
altitude of FL293 before starting 
a descent. The airplane was last 
recorded on radar at an altitude 
of 12,500 feet. 
 The wreckage was located in 
an open field by the landowner. 
The wreckage came to rest up-
right, on an approximate heading 
of west. The main wreckage in-
cluded the fuselage, empennage, 
both wings, and the engine and 
propeller assembly. The empen-
nage and the outboard portion 
of the right wing separated 
partially from the main wreck-
age but came to rest immediately 
adjacent to the main wreckage. 
There were no ground scars nor 
was there a debris field associated 
with the accident.
 According to a witness in the 
area at the time, there was a se-
vere thunderstorm in the imme-
diate vicinity of the accident. The 
witness described high winds, 
heavy rain and low visibility.

The following comments are not 
intended to provide a com-
prehensive training program 
on tactical weather avoidance. 
However I do want to address 
some common causal factors for 
this type of accident and provide 
a few procedural ideas that you 

might readily implement to make 
yourself a safer, more confident 
pilot. This article is based solely 
on the official NTSB report of the 
accident and is intended to bring 
the reader’s attention to the events 
depicted in that report. It is not 
intended to judge or draw any 
conclusion about the aircraft or 
the skills, training, actions or inac-
tions of any person, living or dead.
  This composite image suggests 
that a weather deviation was 
flown, which took the aircraft 
directly through the worst part of 
the weather. This is particularly 
troubling because this particular 
PA-46 aircraft most likely was 
not equipped with an operational 
on-board weather radar system.
 One common error, which 
can lead to this type of accident, 
is a willingness on the part of the 
pilot-in-command to accept vec-
tors from ATC when on-board 
weather radar is inoperative or 
non-existent. Center controllers 
have only data-link weather radar.
 Let me say this as clearly as 
I can: On-board weather radar 
(and proper training in its effec-
tive use) are necessary for tactical 
weather avoidance. Strike Finder, 
Stormscope, XM Weather and 
other weather avoidance systems 
can help clarify and quantify the 

NTSB Identification: CEN14FA300
14 CFR Part 91: General Aviation
Accident occurred Wednesday, June 18, 2014, 
in Lehman, Texas
Aircraft: PIPER PA-46-310P, registration: 
N2428Q
Injuries: Three fatal.
This is preliminary information, subject to change, and may contain 
errors. Any errors in this report will be corrected when the final 
report has been completed. NTSB investigators either traveled in 
support of this investigation or conducted a significant amount of 
investigative work without any travel, and used data obtained from 
various sources to prepare this aircraft accident report.

Fatal Thunderstorm  
Encounter, Lehman, Texas
BY DICK ROCHFORT, ATP, CFII - MASTER INSTRUCTOR
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ACCIDENT REVIEW

situation, but no other weather 
avoidance system can replace 
on-board weather radar. You may 
get lucky on numerous occasions, 
but tactical weather avoidance 
without on-board weather radar 
is, in most cases, very risky.
 Every weather avoidance 
procedure, no matter how simple 
or complicated the circumstances 
may seem, has two aspects. First, 
the pilot must constantly be 
aware of the aircraft’s position rel-
ative to the adverse weather. This 
involves a thorough knowledge of 
the weather-avoidance equip-
ment aboard the aircraft and an 
understanding of how this equip-
ment should be used in conjunc-
tion with SOP, ATC, PIREPS and 
other en route weather advisories. 
 The second aspect of convec-
tive weather avoidance is that 
the pilot must know where he/
she wants the aircraft to go. No. 2 
is more difficult I think because 
the guidelines given to most 
General Aviators for separation 
from hazardous weather are 
over-simplified or, in some cases, 

completely missing. 
 If the phenomenon you are 
investigating contains lightning, 
estimate the tops. The tops will 
likely be FL250 or higher; if so, 
stay a minimum distance away 
as prescribed by your SOP. If 
the phenomenon is not produc-
ing lightning, do not overfly or 
penetrate the yellow or red parts 
of the phenomenon. You may 
encounter bumps in the clouds. 
If this happens, slow down by 
setting the power per your SOP.
 Pitot Heat should be ON 
always during flight regardless of 
conditions. The rest of your FIKI 
package should be used in accor-
dance with your company SOP. I 
use +10C to -20C in the presence 
of visible moisture for Prop Heat 
and Stall Warning Heat, and I use 
the boots as needed when I see 
ice. If you are flying a piston-
powered PA-46, ensure that the 
alternate induction air is open/on 
before entering any area of visible 
moisture, no matter how benign 
the moisture may seem. (This 
means clouds rain snow, etc.) It 

should not be closed until the 
aircraft is safely on the ground 
and shut-down is completed. 
 With respect to circumnavigat-
ing convective activity, you might 
be thinking there are 50 ways, 
but I’ll repeat myself at the risk 
of being rude. Do not attempt to 
navigate around convective activ-
ity without a fully operational 
on-board weather radar system 
and the requisite knowledge to 
use it properly.
 ATC must be involved in your 
avoidance strategy. They will have 
information about what might 
be best, but keep in mind three 
things whenever ATC gives you 
suggestions or routing:

1. Those things, which you prefer 
based on maximum passenger 
comfort
2. Those things, which you will 
accept based on your SOP
3. Everything else requires a 
response of “unable”

Anytime you fly, you must 
consider the possibility of a diver-
sion. While it is well-understood 
that too much information 
(hyper-focusing) can be a bad 
thing, it is also true that not 
enough information (inadequate 
planning) can be worse. Incor-
rect information (confirmation 
bias) can even be fatal. Choose 
your diversion plan carefully and 
remain alert for — and respectful 
of — dynamic change.
 These four images depict 
the same rain-shower activity, 
using different tools. I ask you, 
in the memorable words of 
Groucho Marx: “Who are you 
going to believe, (the radar) or 
your lying eyes”
 Late decisions tend to lead 
to accidents. It amounts to an 
attempt to “un-ring the bell,” and 

convective-weather accidents are 
a good example. This is why we 
should be clear in our own minds 
about alternate plans and under 
what circumstances we will 
employ them.
 I believe the PA-46 commu-
nity, as a whole, does a good job 
of risk management. We train 
regularly; we are aware of our 
preflight and flight planning 
duties. We tend to be technically 
savvy; and we have more experi-
ence than the average owner/
pilot. While all of this is good, I 
also frequently observe a need to 
“ratchet up” on our single-pilot 
procedural discipline.
 In summary, the desired and 
expected outcome on any flight 
can only occur consistently if you 
insist on the procedural discipline 
to operate the one best way, the 
same way each and every time 
using well-vetted checklists, flows, 
memory items and SOP. I invite 
you to view several demonstra-
tion videos on this topic within 
the PA-46 Pilot Reference Library: 
RWRPilotTraining.com/thunder-
storms--rainshowers.html

Dick Rochfort is an 
Airline Transport 
Pilot and Master 
Instructor 
providing 
type-specific, 
insurance-ap-
proved initial, 
recurrent and 
instructor 

standardization training, buyer 
consulting, aircraft relocation and 
expert witness services to the US 
aviation insurance industry and Piper 
PA46 (Matrix, Malibu, Mirage, and 
Meridian) owners, pilots and 
instructors worldwide through his 
company, RWR Pilot Training. You may 
contact Dick directly at mail@
rwrpilottraining.com Additional 
information available at the PA46 
Pilot Reference Library at:  
http://www.rwrpilottraining.com/
training-library.html.  
Fly Safely – Train Often

This composite image suggests that a weather deviation was flown which took the 
aircraft directly through the worst part of the weather. This is particularly troubling 
because this particular PA46 aircraft most likely was not equipped with an opera-
tional on-board weather radar system.

These 4 images depict the same rain shower activity using different tools. I ask you, in the memorable words of Groucho Marx: “Who are you going to believe, [the RADAR]? or your lying eyes”
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The Broadmoor

T his month we 
feature major 
upgrades to two of 
the most popular 
iPad electronic 

flight bag (EFB) apps for propjet 
pilots – but first, some questions 
and answers about the legality of 
using an iPad on the flight deck.
 Ever since the first EFBs 
appeared back in the 1990s, 
there have been fundamental 
questions about using portable 
devices on the flight deck. In a 
nutshell, these can be reduced 
to two: First, is it legal to use an 
EFB in flight? Second, can an 
EFB (with appropriate software) 
legally replace paper charts (and 
other documents)? 
 The broad answer for most 
Part 91 operators has been 
“yes, provided you secure it 
during critical phases of flight 
(think takeoff and landing) and 
confirm it doesn’t interfere with 
any of the installed equipment,” 

for the first question. Over time 
the second question has basi-
cally moved from “yes, but keep 
the paper charts as a backup” 
to “yes, with a separate backup” 
which may be paper or another 
form of electronic charts (a chart 
subscription on the MFD in 
your panel, for instance – or a 
second EFB).
 The rules are more restrictive 
for air carrier or air taxi pilots 
operating under Part 121 or 
135, Part 91 subpart K fractional 
owners, and operators of large 
(over 12,500 pounds gross 
weight) and/or turbojet aircraft, 
who may require formal autho-
rization to use an EFB (or any 
other portable electronic device) 
when operating below 10,000 
feet MSL. 
 The details for all of this are 
covered in Federal Air Regula-
tion 91.21 and no less than three 
Advisory Circulars: 91-21b, 
91-78 and 120-76.

The folks who write the iPad 
Pilot News email newsletter 
for Sporty’s Pilot Shop have 
performed a real service by 
compiling this information and 
explaining it on one of their web 
pages. While I’m already famil-
iar with the material, this is the 
first time I’ve seen it all collected 
in one place and competently 
explained in plain language: 
iPadPilotNews.com/2013/09/
ipad-legal-briefing-for-pilots/. 

FOREFLIGHT MOBILE  
VERSION 6.3.1
Now for the updates: ForeFlight 
Mobile has been a runaway suc-
cess, used very widely by pilots 
of all types of aircraft (including 
some turbojet operators). It of-
fers a simple to use but powerful 
combination of pre-flight plan-

ning and in-flight navigation. 
 I last covered version 4.7 
over a year ago. Since then, the 
developers have added a slew 
of new features, including an 
in-app weight-and-balance 
function; cloud-based track 
logging and synchronization 
of recent and favorite airports, 
routes, user waypoints and 
procedures between iPad and 
iPhone; approach-plate annota-
tions; geo-referenced airport 
diagrams for high-use airports 
that don’t have an FAA airport 
diagram; and a Pack feature that 
automatically identifies which 
updates are required for a route, 
filling a need I’ve personally run 
into on long, cross-country legs.
 Three new features I particu-
larly appreciate are the profile 
view, hazard advisor and split 
screen attitude/moving map 
display. The first two of these 
work together. The profile view 
graphically shows terrain along 
your route of flight, which I find 
most useful in preflight plan-
ning; if there’s a terrain conflict, 
you can see it and adjust your 
filed altitude request accordingly. 
 As you fly, the hazard advisor 
dynamically colors terrain that 
would present a conflict, much 
like a panel-mount terrain 
awareness and warning system. 
The split-screen display is avail-
able only if you have a Stratus II 
ADS-B/GPS-WAAS/AHARS 
device. As you can see from the 
screenshot on this page, it turns 
your iPad into what amounts to 
a glass panel, with Stratus-based 
attitude, altitude, airspeed and 
heading on one side and moving 
map on the other.
   There’s also a new version of 
ForeFlight for U.S. military and 
government operators with ac-
cess to Department of Defense 

MiPAD

Upgrades and  
Legalities
The Best iPad Apps, Fall 2014. BY JOHN D. RULEY

ForeFlight Mobile version 6.3.1

Jeppesen Mobile Flight Deck Update Jeppesen Mobile Flight Deck
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Flight Information Publications, and limited 
chart coverage (airport thumbnail diagrams 
and, in some cases, IFR en-route charts) is 
now available for Asia, Australia, the Carib-
bean, Central America and Mexico.
   Incidentally, it can be hard to keep up on all 
the changes – and while ForeFlight remains 
easy to use, some features are more obvious 
than others. A good place to check is Fore-
Flight’s bulletin at http://blog.foreflight.com/, 
which you can simply browse or sign up for 
regular email updates.

JEPPESEN MOBILE FLIGHT DECK 2.6
While ForeFlight is popular, it’s based on 
FAA chart data, and many pilots (especially 
commercial operators) continue to prefer 
Jeppesen. Their iPad Mobile Flight Deck 
went through a major revision earlier this 
year, with new features that display ad-
ditional navigation elements (change-over 
points, signal gaps, waypoint formations, 
distance between navaids), user-defined 
waypoints, SID and STAR transitions 
shown when associated with a runway, 
flight-sharing of data between two iPads (or 
two apps on the same iPad), radial DME 
support and a redesigned user interface 
that combines the functions of the former 
route drawer and saved flights pop-over 
into a single flight info drawer. The new 
interface also does a better job of indicat-
ing what updates are current. And the new 
features are available not only for individual 
pilots using Mobile Flight Deck, but also for 
commercial and military operators using 
the similar Flight Deck Pro app, which runs 
on both iOS 7 and Windows 8 devices. 
 Now for the bad news: I’ve seen a lot of 
complaints about performance problems 
with the latest Mobile FlightDeck update, 
particularly on older hardware. As an iPad 
2 user myself, I can confirm that it’s notice-
ably slower than earlier versions – but 
still usable. Based on my own experience 
and what I’ve read from others, in many 
cases it may be necessary to reset app data 
or reinstall when upgrading. Both can be 
done from the JeppFD section of the iPad 
Settings app. Scroll to the bottom and you’ll 
find two slider buttons for Reset User Set-
tings and De-activate. Try the reset first – it 
restores the app to its default state, but does 
not release the site key required for activa-
tion. If that fails, de-activating will let you 
completely remove the app and reinstall it 
from scratch.
 According to the version 2.6 release 
notes, performance also improves if you 
shut down other apps running in the back-
ground and disable terrain display when 
it’s not required. You can find the release 

notes, along with video training and a user 
guide in PDF format, in the Training and 
Documentation section of Jeppesen’s Mo-
bile Flight Deck web page at ww1.Jeppesen.
com/aviation/products/mobile-flitedeck/
resources.jsp. 
 I highly recommend viewing the video 

training, as it helps to explain some features 
of the revised user interface. And if you 
have trouble upgrading to the new version, 
pick up the phone and call Jeppesen cus-
tomer support (800.732.2800 in the U.S.). I 
can say from personal experience that they 
are very helpful! 

MiPAD
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Flying at higher altitudes brings with it some added responsibilities. BY JUSTIN LAZZERI

THAT FLEETING  
‘TIME OF USEFUL  
CONSCIOUSNESS’
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he unfortunate recent accidents, within weeks of each other, 
involving what appear to be incapacitated pilots, have shined a  
light on high-altitude safety. Fortunately, this isn’t a frequent  
occurrence in modern General Aviation aircraft, but as the past few 
weeks have bluntly proven, the consequence of a hypoxic state in 
flight can be tragic. 
 This article isn’t about dissecting those flights. Rather, it’s a re-
minder that hypoxia can come in many forms and affect individuals 
in vastly different ways. The systems and alerting measures in today’s 
aircraft are reliable and designed to warn flight crews of impend-
ing danger. Knowing the signs of trouble, and your aircraft’s systems 
inside and out, can make all the difference when it counts.     
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 Hypoxia by definition is the lack of 
adequate oxygen in a body’s metabolism. 
High altitude is of primary concern to the 
aviation community, but it’s a much broader 
issue.  Four main types of hypoxia exist.  
 Hypoxic hypoxia is the term associ-
ated with a lack of oxygen in the body. In 
aviation, we typically associate this with 
unpressurized flight at “high” altitudes. 
However, any action that limits the body’s 
intake of oxygen can create the same result. 
In essence, you technically enter a hypoxic 
state in an unpressurized aircraft shortly af-
ter takeoff as you climb in the atmosphere. 
Paraphrasing FAR 91.211 (Supplemental 
Oxygen): Required crew members must 
use supplemental oxygen whenever they 
are above 12,500 feet, up to and includ-
ing 14,000 feet, for more than 30 minutes. 
Above 14,000 feet, a required crew member 
must use supplemental oxygen for the 
entire time. For pressurized aircraft certi-
fied to fly above FL250, at least a 10-minute 
supply of supplemental oxygen in addition 
to that necessary to satisfy the requirements 
already mentioned must be available in the 
event of a loss of cabin pressure.  
 Stagnant hypoxia refers to the body’s 
inability to circulate oxygen. In aviation, 
the effects of G-force can create a situation 
in which blood, and therefore oxygen, are 
deprived from vital organs. Extreme cold 
temperatures, heart failure and artery con-
striction are other stagnant hypoxia culprits.  
 Histotoxic hypoxia, as the name implies, 
is a lack of oxygen due to an abundance of 
toxins in the blood stream. Alcohol, some 
narcotics and even poison can create this 
type of hypoxia.  
 Hypemic hypoxia occurs when the body, 

in an otherwise normal atmospheric state, 
suffers an inability to carry oxygen effec-
tively. Anemia, a lack of healthy red blood 
cells, is the most common cause of this form 
of hypoxia.  
 A person affected by any of these types of 
hypoxia will ultimately fall into one of four 
different stages as it relates to their blood-
oxygen level. Richard O. Reinhart, M.D., in 
his book “Basic Flight Physiology” speaks to 
these stages and the effects they can have on 
pilots.  
 The “indifferent” stage is first, and its most 
common symptom is a reduction in vision, 
especially at night. According to Reinhart, 
“night vision is lost by 5-10 percent at 5,000 

feet, 15-25 percent at 10,000 feet, and 25-30 
percent at 12,000 feet.”  The body’s oxygen 
saturation in this stage is somewhere be-
tween 98 percent and 90 percent.  
 The next stage is referred to as “compensa-
tory.”  This stage is classified by drowsiness, 
poor judgment, impaired coordination and 
impaired efficiency. The oxygen saturation 
of this stage is between 90 percent and 80 
percent. Recognition of these symptoms is 
critical at this stage as failure to act can esca-
late the situation to a higher and potentially 
deadly state of urgency.    
 In the next stage, known as “disturbance,” 
impaired flight control, impaired handwrit-
ing, impaired speech and decreased coordi-
nation are all noted symptoms. As Reinhart 
said, “This is the stage when chances of 
recovery are greatly diminished…. By now 
you might even recognize you are hypoxic, 
but you don’t care and have little incentive 
nor energy to take corrective action — such 
as getting to a lower altitude or going on 
oxygen.” Oxygen saturation at this point is 
between 80 percent and 70 percent.   
 Finally, in the “critical” stage, you have 
reached the point of circulatory failure, 
central nervous system failure, convulsions, 
cardiovascular collapse and death. This 
occurs between 70 percent and 60 percent 
oxygen saturation.
 Reinhart has a very telling graphic in his 
book that speaks to the Effective Perfor-
mance Time (EPT) or Time of Useful 
Consciousness (TUC) at various altitudes.  
The EPT decreases rapidly with increases in 
altitude. A couple thousand feet can make a 
significant difference. (See graphic above)              
 Pressurized aircraft offer tremendous 
comfort and safety in an otherwise inhospi-

HYPOXIA

  Altitude Effective  
  (feet) Performance  
   Time
  43,000 9 to 12 seconds
  50,000 9 to 12 seconds
  40,000 15 to 20 seconds
  35,000 0.5 to 1 minute
  30,000 1 to 2 minutes
  28,000 2.5 to 3 minutes
  25,000 3 to 5 minutes
  22,000 10 minutes
  18,000 20 to 30 minutes 

TIME OF USEFUL CONSCIOUSNESS

The final form is  
possibly the most  
dangerous of them all: 
Subtle decompression. 
A leak or malfunction-
ing/improperly set-up 
system can create an 
environment where a 
slowly climbing cabin 
can sneak up on pilots. 
If left unchecked, this 
type of decompression 
can quickly become 
problematic.
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table environment. The systems found in the 
PA-46 product line have proven themselves 
to be robust, reliable and easy to use. How-
ever, like most systems, there is potential for 
error – be it operator-related or mechanical 
failure. 
 The inability of an aircraft to hold pres-
sure will lead to cabin decompression. Three 
main types of decompression exist. Explo-
sive decompression is not a common event, 
and as the name implies, is so fast that it 
actually causes the lungs to decompress and 
potentially be damaged. Immediate supple-
mental oxygen is required. Rapid decom-
pression is classified by some event (typically 
mechanical or structural) that causes a loss 
in cabin pressure and rapid climb in altitude. 
Many times this type of decompression has 
been known to fog the air of the cabin. Both 
explosive and rapid decompressions are very 
hard to miss.  
 The final form is possibly the most dan-
gerous of them all: Subtle decompression. A 
leak or malfunctioning/improperly set-up 
system can create an environment where 
a slowly climbing cabin can sneak up on 
pilots. If left unchecked, this type of decom-
pression can quickly become problematic. 
As mentioned earlier, one of the first lines of 
defense you have – your intuition – may be 
impaired if you’ve entered the compensatory 
stage of hypoxia.  
 So what can we do to ensure the safe out-
come of our flights? Maintenance, training 
and self-assessments are key.  

1Ensure your systems are operationally 
sound. Don’t assume they will work 
for the next flight just because they 

did for all those before. Be skeptical of 
changes in performance and bring them 
to the attention of your shop. Additionally, 
ensure your chosen maintenance provider 
is skilled in not only pressurized systems, 
but specifically those in the PA-46.  

2 Train for the uncommon. Just 
because, statistically speaking, it 
isn’t likely to happen to you, doesn’t 

mean it won’t. Take the time to know what 
to do when a situation presents itself and 
become fluid in your operation of systems. 
When time counts, it needs to be second 
nature. The Meridian’s quick-donning 
masks are a perfect example of this. When 
is the last time you refreshed yourself on 
their operation? There are two fantastic 
resources on the internet you should view 
now, and make sure to include this as part 
of your next training event.  Dick Roch-
fort (RWRPilotTraining.com) and Legacy 
Flight Training (LegacyFlightTraining.

com) have videos posted that make excel-
lent refreshers for the operation of these 
vital pieces of equipment. Take a look.

3 Be honest with your self-assess-
ment. High altitude is just one way 
an individual can be affected by 

hypoxia. If you are dealing with any other 
symptoms that could further increase your 

risk factor, those must be considered.  It’s 
been well documented just how effective 
training in an altitude chamber can be to 
allow a pilot first-hand experience of his 
or her reaction to a rising altitude. Consult 
your local FSDO and ask if a chamber 
is nearby or plan a stop when your next 
flight takes you near one. The experience 
just may prove invaluable.

HYPOXIA



 Although the Williams case involved a piston 
aircraft marketed through a flight school, its les-
sons are also relevant to aircraft owners engaged 
in charter or short-term rentals. The taxpayer, 
Scott Williams, had decades of aviation expe-
rience although his primary profession was pro-
viding other companies with telephone-skills 
training. In the mid-2000s, Williams, through a 
company he owned, purchased a Cirrus aircraft 
and enlisted the help of several flight schools 
in selling short-term rental and instruction to 
members of the public.  
 Unsurprisingly, this aircraft-rental busi-
ness generated losses on his tax return. This is 
usually the case because the tax-depreciation 

schedule for most General Aviation aircraft 
last only five years, allowing the company to 
fully write off the cost of the aircraft over this 
time (or even faster, if certain congressional 
incentives, such as bonus depreciation, happen 
to be available). This accelerated-depreciation 
schedule creates the false appearance, for tax 
purposes, that the aircraft is losing value very 
rapidly. When that mostly fictional plunge in 
value is reflected on the tax return, it usually 
results in the aircraft business showing a tax 
loss, even if, in economic reality, the business 
is profitable. In such cases, aircraft owners 
typically desire to lessen their tax bill by netting 
the tax losses generated by their aircraft activity 

against the taxable income they receive from 
other sources — which is exactly what Wil-
liams sought to do.
 The IRS challenge to Williams’s netting of 
the aircraft losses against his other income 
involved parsing out his items of income and 
expenses into two categories defined in the tax 
code: active items versus passive items. In this 
taxonomy, each item of income or expense 
must be associated with an “activity” of the 
taxpayer (roughly, identifying which of the 
taxpayer’s business undertakings the item is 
associated with) and then determining for 
each activity whether that activity is “active” or 
“passive.”  The significance of the active/passive 
distinction is that losses from passive activities 
cannot be netted against income from active 
activities — in other words, losses from passive 
activities cannot reduce the liability for taxes on 
income from active activities.

WILLIAMS’S TWO ACTIVITIES
In Williams, the taxpayer was found to be 
engaged in at least two distinct activities: the 
aircraft business and the telephone-training 
business. It then fell to the tax court to de-
termine whether each activity was active or 
passive, and the key test in that regard was how 
much time per year Williams worked in each 
business.
 The tax code states that any business is 
passive, with respect to all individual taxpayers 
who cannot show “material participation” in 
it, a test that involves counting up the hours 
that the individual dedicated to working in that 
business during the given year. An individual is 
considered to materially participate if he or she 
meets any of seven tests articulated in the tax 
regulations, with the two most relevant of those 
tests being, (1) Does the taxpayer devote more 
than 500 hours per year to the activity, and 
(2) Does the taxpayer both (a) devote more 
than 100 hours per year to the activity, and (b) 
devote more time to it per year than any other 
individual.
 In Williams, it was never in doubt that 
the taxpayer materially participated in the 
telephone-skills training business, where he 
worked full-time. The tax court easily held that 
he materially participated by dedicating more 
than 500 hours per year and found him to be 
“active” in that business. What lost the case for 
him, however, was his inability to show mate-
rial participation in the aircraft business.

BURDEN OF PROOF MATTERS
Williams argued that, he materially participated 
in the aircraft business by devoting more than 
100 hours per year and devoting more time than 
any other individual. Unfortunately, the law 
places the burden of proving material participa-
tion squarely upon the taxpayer. The IRS needs 
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IRS Passive-Activity Rules  
Proving the time dedicated to your business.  BY JONATHAN LEVY

A ll tax practitioners are aware how unyielding the tax code can 
be to those who lack sufficient planning and learn of the law’s 
arcane requirements only after the fact. One recent tax court 
case re-affirming this lesson is Williams v. Commissioner, TC 
Memo 2014-158 (August 2014), where a taxpayer lost out on 

deductions from his aircraft business due to his failure to provide the court 
with sufficient proof of his day-to-day work.
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to prove nothing. The government is presumed 
correct, and lack of clear evidence is interpreted 
in its favor.  Williams was in the position of 
needing to prove, at a trial taking place years 
after the fact, how many hours he had devoted 
to the aircraft business back in 2007, the year at 
issue. If he had written contemporaneous notes 
of the time he spent, he would have stood a bet-
ter chance, but he had no such records.
 After emphasizing that Williams had the 
burden of proof stacked against him, the tax 
court noted that it would not accept “a ball-
park guestimate” of the hours he worked, and, 
without the aid of any written records such as 
time logs or day-planner entries, Williams was 
unable to persuade the court of his material par-
ticipation and, therefore, unable to net his losses 
from the aircraft business against his income 
from telephone-skills training, thus resulting in 
a significantly higher tax bill. 
 His experience may serve as a lesson to other 
aircraft owners seeking to use tax losses from 
aircraft rental or charter structures: A few mo-
ments spent jotting down the time you work, 
notes sufficient to credibly jog your memory 
years later and corroborate your descriptions, 
may save your deductions upon audit.

‘INVESTMENT’ HOURS  
WEREN’T HELPFUL
Another noteworthy issue discussed in 
Williams is that the tax court did not allow 
him to count the time he spent reviewing 
bills as part of his material-participation 
hours. These hours were considered to be 
of an “investor” nature and were therefore 
excluded. This conclusion stands as an inter-
esting contrast with another tax court case 
decided this year, Tolin v. Commissioner, TC 
Memo 2014-65 (April 2014), where, unlike 
Williams, the taxpayer was allowed to count 
investor-type hours towards material partici-
pation. The key distinction is that, in Tolin, 
the court was satisfied that the individual 
was involved in the day-to-day management/
operations of the business.  
 In recent years, there has been a debatable 
trend for the tax court to carve out more 
and more different types of work hours 
and consider them “investment” in nature. 
Those who are involved on a day-to-day 
basis in the activities claimed as active are 
protected from the dangers of this trend 
because the hours they work count towards 
the material-participation hours thresholds, 
whether or not the hours are considered 
investment time. In contrast, those not 
involved day-to-day could see their eligible 
hours eroded to the point where they may 
be surprised to discover that they fail the 
material-participation tests and their activi-
ties have become passive.

CONCLUSION
This article is a brief introduction to a complex 
area and does not raise or discuss all of the rel-
evant issues, but instead attempts to single out a 
certain issue to provide some depth of coverage. 
Aircraft ownership should always be carefully 
evaluated with the aid of qualified advisers. 
Jonathan Levy is a board-certified expert aviation-
law practitioner and legal director. Advocate 
Consulting Legal Group, PLLC is a law firm whose 

practice is limited to serving the needs of aircraft 
owners and operators relating to issues of income 
tax, sales tax, federal aviation regulations, and other 
related organizational and operational issues.  Tax 
Disclosure: We inform you that any U.S. federal tax 
advice contained in this communication (including 
any attachments) is not intended or written to be 
use, and cannot be used for the purpose of (i) avoid-
ing penalties under federal tax laws, specifically 
including the Internal Revenue Code, or (ii) promot-
ing, marketing or recommending to another party 
any transaction or matter addressed herein.
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READING  
BETWEEN 
THE LINES  
OF TAFS 
Steering clear of low-level wind shear. BY SCOTT C. DENNSTAEDT

T here’s no doubt that terminal aerodrome forecasts, simply known to pilots as TAFs, are perhaps 
the most detailed aviation forecasts available. If you call Lockheed Martin Flight Services for a 
standard briefing or get an automated DUATS briefing, you can bet the farm that any TAFs along 
your proposed route and at your departure and destination airports will be a part of this brief-
ing. There are, however, some finer details about TAFs that instructors fail to pass along to their 

students. The top one on the list includes a forecast for non-convective low-level wind shear (LLWS).
 Probably the most misunderstood aviation forecast among pilots and instructors is one for non-convective 
LLWS. In a TAF, this forecast appears in coded form with a WS code such as WS020/15035KT. Such a forecast 
for non-convective LLWS can also appear in AIRMET Tango. I will discuss this a bit later. In a preflight briefing, 
pilots hear the term “wind shear” and immediately equate this with thunderstorms and severe turbulence. It’s a 
common misconception, but non-convective LLWS, as it appears in a TAF, is not ordinarily a forecast for turbu-
lence. In fact, in most cases when this is forecast, the air is glassy smooth.  
 This form of wind shear is typically found in the warm sector ahead of the cold front and south of the warm 
front. But it’s also quite prevalent in the overnight hours during fair weather conditions coupled with clear 
skies and calm wind at or near the surface.  Even though wind seems to be the common denominator, atmo-
spheric stability is the catalyst behind most non-convective LLWS occurrences.  
 By definition, wind shear is a marked change in wind speed and/or wind direction over a given distance. Wind 
can change direction as you are flying along at a particular altitude. This is referred to as horizontal wind shear. If 
the marked change in direction and/or speed occurs over a layer of altitudes, it’s referred to as vertical wind shear. 
When the wind shear occurs near the surface, it is referred to as low-level wind shear and abbreviated LLWS.  
 We know that wind naturally tends to increase in speed with increasing height, but it normally does so fairly 
gradually. But what if the winds are nearly calm at the surface and increase to 45 knots just 2,000 feet above the 
ground? That’s an example of vertical speed shear, also known as non-convective LLWS.     
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 When the winds are expected to increase 
rapidly with height within 2,000 feet of the 
airport’s surface, a forecast for non-convective 
LLWS will likely be issued in a TAF for that 
airport. The forecast for non-convective 
LLWS found in a TAF tells the pilot about 
the potential for the wind speed to increase 
quickly with height above the ground within 
a shallow layer. That is, faster air at the top of 
the wind shear layer is moving over slower air 
near the bottom of that layer. There also may 
be an accompanying shift in wind direction 
with height in this layer as well.
 Keep in mind that it’s not the same hori-
zontal and vertical wind shear that may be 
experienced in the vicinity of deep, moist 
convection or thunderstorms, hence the name 
non-convective LLWS. Forecasts for convective 
and non-convective LLWS have very distinct 
differences. In a TAF, convective LLWS will 
typically contain a reference to thunderstorms 
(TS or VCTS) and will contain CB, which 
stands for cumulonimbus, in the cloud group.  

 Also, the surface winds are typically fore-
cast to be strong and gusty. While convective 
LLWS can occur at any time of the day or 
night, most convective LLWS occurs in the 
afternoon and early evening when thunder-
storms are the most prevalent. Here are three 
examples of forecasts for convective LLWS.

1. FM132200 33010G20KT P6SM VCTS SCT015 BKN040CB
2. FM131600 22013G35KT 3SM TSRA BR BKN035CB
3. FM140000 VRB20G55KT 1/2SM +TSRA FG BKN015CB

As mentioned earlier, non-convective LLWS 
can occur in the warm sector of an area of low 
pressure, but it can frequently occur in the 
presence of a strong nocturnal temperature in-
version. Frontal non-convective LLWS can oc-
cur any time of the day or night and normally 
has the characteristics of light winds at the 
surface and cloudy skies but can be strong and 
gusty when the weather system is associated 
with an intense area of low pressure. Here are 
three examples of TAFs non-convective LLWS 

when associated with a frontal system.

1. FM111600 13010KT 5SM -RA OVC015 WS020/27055KT 
2. FM120100 VRB03KT 4SM BR OVC008 WS015/25045KT
3. FM120900 19018G30KT 3SM +SHRA BR OVC005   
 WS020/17075KT 

On the other hand, nocturnal non-convective 
LLWS occurs in the overnight or early morn-
ing hours, often with light winds and clear 
skies. This is a manifestation of radiational 
cooling and likely occurs in the region under 
an area of high pressure. Here are three 
examples of the nocturnal version of non-
convective LLWS you might see in a TAF.  

1. FM221100 19004KT P6SM SKC WS015/17040KT
2. FM230800 VRB03KT P6SM SCT010 WS010/22035KT
3. FM230400 00000KT P6SM SKC WS020/23055KT

In both cases of non-convective LLWS, the 
LLWS code “WS” will be included in the 
TAF immediately after the cloud group. 

LOW-LEVEL WIND SHEAR
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Let’s take a closer look at this misunder-
stood forecast group.  Assume the following 
snippet from a TAF.

FM130300 17005KT P6SM SKC WS020/23055KT

The first element to the immediate right of 
the WS code is a height above the airport, in 
this case 020 or 2,000 feet. This represents 
the top of the wind shear layer. This altitude 
is typically one of three values: 010 for 1,000 
feet AGL, 015 for 1,500 feet AGL or 020 for 
2,000 feet AGL. Even if the WS layer extends 
higher, the maximum height that is forecast 
is 2,000 feet.  
 After the forward slash, the next group 
contains the true wind direction followed 
by the wind speed in knots at the indicated 
height or 230 degrees at 55 knots in this 
example. This implies indirectly that the 
wind is rapidly increasing from the surface 
through the indicated height although 
this says nothing about the wind direction 

throughout this shear layer. 
 Effectively this forecast translates into “the 
wind at 2,000 feet is 230 degrees at 55 knots.” 
But it does not imply there will be turbulence at 
2,000 feet AGL or below. In most cases, you’ll 
find smooth conditions in this wind shear 
layer, especially for the nocturnal instance of 
non-convective LLWS.     
 The catalyst for the development of all non-
convective LLWS is atmospheric stability. We 
also know that temperature normally decreases 
with increasing altitude. This is generically 
referred to as a lapse rate. A lapse rate is simply 
a change of temperature over a change of 
increasing altitude.  Anytime the temperature 
decreases with increasing altitude, it’s referred 
to as a positive lapse rate. If the temperature 
increases with altitude, that’s referred to as a 
negative lapse rate or more commonly labelled 
a temperature inversion. 
 The larger the lapse rate is, the greater the 
atmospheric instability. An unstable environ-

ment (large lapse rate) promotes vertical mix-
ing and provides for a more turbulent air-flow 
potential. On the other hand, a stable atmo-
sphere (small or negative lapse rate) inhibits 
vertical mixing and provides for a laminar and 
non-turbulent flow.  

 One might suspect that vertical speed shear 
(faster air flowing over slower air) could cause 
the air to overturn and produce turbulent ed-
dies within this wind-shear layer. However, just 
about all non-convective LLWS occurrences 
feature a strong temperature inversion. Any 

LOW-LEVEL WIND SHEAR

In the end, I don’t get  
too excited when I see 
a forecast for non-con-
vective LLWS, especially 
when it occurs in the 
overnight hours. It’s not 
a forecast that should 
instill fear in a pilot. In 
most cases, it’s a non-
event that you may not 
even notice was there. 
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kind of overturning or vertical mixing intro-
duces the potential for turbulence; however, 
an extremely stable layer such as this tends 
to dampen or resist vertical mixing. Simply 
put, any air that is forced to ascend within 
this stable layer will expand and cool and im-
mediately finds itself in warmer temperatures 
aloft, due to the inversion. The air is forced to 
return back to its original altitude almost im-
mediately. In other words, this air has neutral 
buoyancy and doesn’t want to rise or sink.    
 So why does the air accelerate rapidly with 
height? The extreme stability, courtesy of the 
temperature inversion, eliminates upward and 
downward motion or vertical mixing (neutral 
buoyancy). This promotes a laminar flow, and 
the effects of surface friction are no longer “felt” 
at heights a few hundred feet above the surface. 
This allows the flow of air just above the tree 
tops to accelerate uninhibited and insulated 
from surface friction below through the depth 
of the wind-shear layer. You can think of this as 
a faster-flowing river of air (called a low-level 
jet) located just above the surface. The stronger 
and deeper the inversion, the less likely there 
will be any kind of turbulence.  
 TAFs are one way to identify the potential 
for non-convective LLWS.  However, not all 
airports are served by a TAF. Meteorologists 
at the Aviation Weather Center also issue a 
forecast for widespread non-convective LLWS 
that is expected to cover an area of at least 
3,000 square miles. You’ll see this issued as 
part of AIRMET Tango. AIRMET Tango can 
be issued for one of three different reasons, 
namely, non-convective moderate turbulence, 
sustained winds over 30 knots and non-con-

vective LLWS below 2,000 feet AGL. It’s un-
fortunate that this is issued under the auspices 
of AIRMET Tango, suggesting to the pilot the 
potential for turbulence. As explained earlier, 
the air is normally smooth in most situations 
where this is forecast.
 So if non-convective LLWS isn’t a forecast 
for turbulence, why is it forecast at all? When 
the sky is clear and surface winds are light, the 
nocturnal version of this phenomenon is just 
as common as low-level thermal turbulence 
is during the afternoon in the summer. Un-
less you were fixated on your groundspeed 
approaching an airport late at night or in the 
early morning hours, you probably flew right 
through it without even noticing that it ex-
isted. In most cases, nocturnal non-convective 
LLWS isn’t usually forecast.      

 Nevertheless, there are several situations 
where you should pay close attention. First, if 
you are departing from an airport with a high 
density altitude, non-convective LLWS can 
make for a difficult climb if the low-level jet is 
off your tail. It’s not uncommon for the winds 
to be light or calm at the surface although they 
may be 30 knots or more just above the tree 
tops. With light or calm winds at the surface, 
you may not realize that, during the initial 
climb to pattern altitude, the prevailing wind is 
at your back.          
 The most important one to watch out for 
is when non-convective LLWS of 50 knots 
or greater is coupled with the potential for 
moderate to heavy rain showers (SHRA or 
+SHRA) or thunderstorms (TSRA or +TSRA) 
as shown in the snippet below.  

FM120900 19018G30KT 3SM +SHRA BR OVC005 
WS020/17075KT 

As the moderate to heavy rain falls through 
the low-level jet, some of the momentum of 
the jet gets directed downward toward the 
surface of the earth. This is like taking a fire 
hose and deflecting it downward toward 
the ground. The downward momentum of 
that low-level jet creates the potential for wet 
microbursts or downbursts. In this case, the 
magnitude of the non-convective LLWS event 
and convective outflow can make for a real 
interesting approach to land.    
 In the end, I don’t get too excited when I see 
a forecast for non-convective LLWS, especially 
when it occurs in the overnight hours. It’s not 
a forecast that should instill fear in a pilot. In 
most cases, it’s a non-event that you may not 
even notice was there.   
Scott C. Dennstaedt is an instrument flight instructor 
and former NWS meteorologist.  He also teaches avia-
tion weather to pilots online and in person through-
out the U.S.  To learn more about aviation weather, 
you can visit his website at AvWxWorkshops.com.

LOW-LEVEL WIND SHEAR

Meteorologists at the Aviation Weather Center issue a forecast for widespread areas of non-convective LLWS as 
seen here for western Washington. This is actually a graphical AIRMET (G-AIRMET), which is the successor to the 
legacy AIRMET. In a G-AIRMET, LLWS is separated from other adverse weather, such as widespread non-convec-
tive moderate turbulence and sustained surface winds greater than 30 knots.    

Non-convective LLWS will usually occur in what is referred to as the warm sector of an area of low pressure. This 
is usually located to the south of the warm front and to the east of the cold front.
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1-800-622-8311
or 

515-256-5300
www.dmfs.com
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PA-46 TRAINING SPECIALIST
MERIDIAN  JETPROP  MALIBU  MIRAGE  MATRIX
INITIAL/REFRESHER COURSES • S.O.E. INSURANCE APPROVED

Syllabus Includes: System, Avionics, Autopilot, Emergency Training

Locations: KVRB, Mobile Onsite, Anywhere USA

eTRAINING
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION VISIT:

www.roncoxaviation.com
E-mail: info@roncoxaviation.com

Mobile: (772) 538-1965

All courses are taught by Ron Cox. 
Ron has over 25 years experience 
in the advanced aviation training 
business.

NOW
AVAILABLE

Expert Flight Instruction 
& Consultation Services

PA-46 TRAINING SPECIALIST
MERIDIAN	 JETPROP	 MALIBU	 MIRAGE	 MATRIX

INITIAL/REFRESHER
SOE	INSURANCE	APPROVED	COURSES

	 Syllabus	includes:
	 	 •	 Systems
	 	 •	 Avionics
	 	 •	 Autopilot
	 	 •	 Emergency	Training

All	courses	taught	by	Ron	Cox	who	has	over	
25	years	experience	in	the	advanced	aviation	
training	business.

	 Locations:	
	 	 	 KVRB/KAVL
	 	 	 MOBILE	ONSITE
	 	 	 ANYWHERE	USA

Mobile:	(772)	538-1965	 E-Mail:	rcoxpilot@msn.com
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877.359.7473

Visit our new website!
www.fl ightlinegroup.com

Your journey starts here.
You know better than anyone - owning an aircraft is a journey. And 
on your journey, it pays to have an experienced travel guide at your 
side. Consider Flightline Group just that. We’re a one-stop shop for all 
things Piper in the Southeast, dedicated to making your journey the 
adventure you want it to be.

Call today to learn how we can best serve you.

Authorized 
Piper Dealer for:
FL, GA, TN, AL, 

MS, LA
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F or more than 
400 years, 
visitors have 
been traveling 
to Santa Fe, 

N.M., for its history, art, 
jewelry and incredible 
landscapes, but those who 
have really SEEN Santa Fe 
were fortunate enough to 
arrive in private airplanes. 
 Only then would you 
have the chance to skim 
over the most amazing ter-
rain that volcanoes, rivers, 
wind and ice have carved, 
shifted and painted over 
the millennia.
 Only from the air can 
you appreciate the com-
plex and myriad patterns 
that rippling rock, sheer 
canyon walls and sienna 
and ochre riverbeds ar-
range on an artist’s canvas 
below you. 
 Visiting Santa Fe by 

private airplane really 
is all about the journey. 
Plan to take your time 
no matter the direction 
from which you arrive and 
allow yourself the pleasure 
of flying just to be above 
the wonder of it all. It’s 
no surprise that art is the 
defining industry in Santa 
Fe — a glance around is all 
the inspiration needed.
 So consider a trip to 
Santa Fe to do nothing but 
check out the great art! Fly 
into KSAF and connect 
with Landmark Aviation, 
the FBO with acres of 
tie-downs and credible 
information about how 
to do what you want to 
do in Santa Fe. Call Road 
Runner Shuttle to pick 
you up at the airport or 
Enterprise for a rental car 
for the 30-minute ride into 
town to La Fonda on the 

Plaza, the former Harvey 
House hotel on the Santa 
Fe Railroad. Watch the 
sunset from the fifth floor 
Bell Tower Bar where 
most of the people in town 
— locals and tourists alike 
— gather to see the show.
 A morning’s walk in 
the shadow of St. Francis 
Cathedral Basilica, a 
latecomer built in 1887, 
will show you the lay of 
the land and allow you to 
visit the Georgia O’Keefe 
Museum to pay homage 
to the doyenne of Santa 
Fe art. Don’t miss the brief 
video that will set time 
and place for O’Keefe’s life 
and work in the region. It 
will frame your road trip 
to Abiquiu in the shadow 
of the Jemez Mountains 
where the artist lived and 
painted for the second half 
of her life.

 Another O’Keefe 
landmark is Ghost Ranch 
where the artist painted 
“her mountain,” Pedernal. 
“God told me if I painted 
it enough times, he would 
give it to me,” O’Keefe told 
friends. It’s now an educa-
tion and retreat center 
where visitors can take 
classes, join guided horse-
back rides or just meditate 
on the abundant history 
(think “Death Comes for 
the Archbishop” by Willa 
Cather) and aching beauty 
of the place.
 Santa Fe itself is an art 
lovers’ dream. Every other 
storefront is a gallery, 
and the plaza itself boasts 
seven major art museums, 
including the New Mexico 
Museum of Art, the Cen-
ter for Contemporary Art 
and the Museum of Con-
temporary Native Art. On 

weekends, the parking lot 
of a local bank is set with 
stalls where local artists 
create a spontaneous art 
show and sale right off the 
plaza in the heart of town.
 Everything in Santa Fe 
speaks to an appreciation 
of art but only the private 
pilot has had the chance to 
absorb the greatest show 
of them all — the one en-
circling Santa Fe for miles 
and miles around.

IF YOU GO…
LANDMARK AVIATION KSAF
121 Aviation Drive,  
Building 3005, 
Santa Fe, NM 87507
800.263.7695
LandmarkAviation.com

LA FONDA ON THE PLAZA
100 E. San Francisco St.
Santa Fe, NM 87501
800.523.5002
LaFondaSantaFe.com

ROAD RUNNER SHUTTLE
505.424.3367
RideRoadRunner.com 

Heading for Santa Fe?  
The journey is the best  
part of the trip
BY MICHELLE CARTER

Evening traffic on San Francisco 
Street in downtown of Santa Fe 
by Santa Fe Plaza. 
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T here’s some-
thing to 
be said for 
solitude, the 
opportunity 

to enjoy the wonders 
of nature without the 
intrusion of too many 
other like-minded souls, 
but we rarely expect to 
find it downhill skiing. 
Well, welcome to Soli-
tude Mountain Resort 
in Big Cottonwood 
Canyon, Utah, where 
four skiers in a lift line 
constitute a crowd!
 It’s not that Solitude 
seeks to live up to its 
name, but most skiers 
who fly into Salt Lake 
City airport (SLC) are 
headed to the uptown 
resorts like Alta or 

Park City instead of 
catching the Canyon 
Transportation 
Shuttle for a 40-min-
ute ride up the canyon 
to Solitude.
 And those thin 
crowds are spread over 
1,200 acres of skiable 
terrain, eight lifts, an 
average of 500 inches 
of snow a year and 65 
named runs for skiers 
of every ability. About 
half of the people you’ll 
encounter on the slopes 
are locals, which is a 
powerful recommenda-
tion for most of us. 
 Skiers don’t have to 
hassle with lift tickets at 
Solitude since you’re is-
sued a radio-frequency-
identification pass card 

with 
an embedded elec-
tronic chip when you 
but a day’s (or season’s) 
pass. You don’t even 
have to take the card out 
of your pocket as you 
slide into line for your 
ride to the top!
 Since 1995, Solitude 
has been sprucing up its 
off-mountain offer-
ings as well. The resort 
now features 46 hotel 
rooms and 212 condos, 
townhouses and vaca-
tion homes in a cozy 
village at the base of the 
lower lifts. Compared to 
its glitzy sisters, that a 

pretty 
meek number, but 
remember — the name 
of the place is Solitude 
and that’s what you’re 
there for.
 Generally ranked at 
the top of the country’s 
ski resorts for weather 
and snow quality, Soli-
tude’s specialty is family 
fare with lots of attention 
paid to its beginning ski 
and snowboard students 
at its Snowsports Acad-
emy. But don’t expect 
extravagant shopping 
or much night life. A 
good meal at one of the 

six restaurants and 
mulled wine around 
the fire pit constitutes 
après-ski at Solitude.  
    But if you re-
ally want to splurge, 
you’ve got to make 
a reservation at 
The Yurt. Each 
evening at dusk, 24 
guests are invited 
to snowshoe less 

than a mile along a 
moon- and lantern-lit 
forest trail to a round 
Mongolian yurt where a 
chef prepares a five-
course meal right while 
you watch. The tab 
comes to $125 per per-
son for a pretty unique 
dining experience.
 Rumor has it that 
Solitude exists because 
its upscale sister Alta 
in Little Cottonwood 

Canyon refused 
to allow anyone 
but overnight 
guests to use its 
bathrooms in the 
1950s. The story 
goes that Robert 
Barrett, a ura-
nium magnate from 
Moab, Utah, was 
offended and set out 
to create a ski area 
with less pretentious 
airs. Solitude was that 
resort.
    So if you’re looking 
for great snow, within 
reach of an easily ac-

cessible airport, with 
no need to rent a care 
or drive at all, consider 
Solitude. Details, lift 
tickets and reservations 
(for The Yurt and all), 
visit SkiSolitude.com.

IF YOU GO…
TAC AIR 
Salt Lake City Airport
Salt Lake City UT 84116
801.359.2085
TACAir.com

SOLITUDE MOUNTAIN RESORT
12000 Big Cottonwood Canyon
Solitude UT 84121
801.534.1400
SkiSolitude.org
info@skisolitude.com
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Leave the crowds 
behind this winter 
and ski Solitude!
BY MICHELLE CARTER
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14 Years Flying PA46 Corporately
14 Years CFII/MEI

22 Years GA Experience
ATP/CFII/A&P Mechanic
Flexibility in Scheduling
Your Location or Ours

Insurance ApprovedInsurance Approved

423-647-4359
WWW.FlightTrainOnline.com

References Available

RJ Tutt  
Aviation

Matrix-Malibu-Mirage-Meridian

Initial/Recurrent Flight Training

Stockton, CA (KSCK)
Serving the West Coast  

for 15 Years

209.478.6075  209.482.7433

rjtuttaviation@comcast.net
www.rjtuttaviation.com

Regular edition 4-book boxed set
$320 + S&H

LIMITED EDITION
BOXED SETS

www.airtoair.net
 316 263 5537

Leatherette edition - individual books
$90 + S&H

A i r  To  A i r
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T he San Juan 
Islands 
should first 
be seen by 
air. Take a 

sight-see to get yourself 
oriented and to appreciate 
the huge expanse of water 
(occasionally populated 
by orcas!) and densely 
wooded islands with 
wedding-cake ferries scut-
tling in between.
 Once you have an 
overview of this pristine 
northwest corner of the 
U.S., set down at the well-
maintained Friday Harbor 
airport (KFHR) on San 
Juan Island with its 3,400-
foot runway (and a hefty 
$13 a night tie-down fee) 
and walk right into town 
and down to the harbor. 
Friday Harbor is the most 
intimate of destinations; 
you can walk anywhere 
you want to go, and if you 
get tired, call Bob’s Taxi 
and he’ll come and get you.
 Half a block from the 
airport is Spring Street, the 
commercial hub of Friday 
Harbor. Look to your right 

and you’ll see the thicket 
of masts of what has to be 
one of the most densely 
packed marinas anywhere. 
The deep water of the 
sheltered bay is home to 
thousands of sea-going 
vessels with a Customs 
House on one side and a 
massive ferry slip on the 
other. You’ll need a map of 
the alphabetically named 
boardwalks to find one 
boat in particular.
 Friday Harbor got its 
name from Joe Friday, a 
Hudson Bay Company 
sheepherder (not the old 
TV sergeant), and it’s been 
the cultural and civic hub 
of the San Juan Islands 
since the 1890s when 
fruit, salmon and timber 
fueled the economy. Now 
tourism and retirement 
living drive the prosperity 

of Friday Harbor, 
which brims with 
shops, restaurants and 
charming inns clustered 
around the waterfront.
 Some 170 of the 
islands in the San Juans 
are named, but the four 
majors are Orcas, Lopez, 
Shaw and San Juan — all 
served by the ferry. Friday 
Harbor bursts with oppor-
tunities to see the islands 
by sailboat, kayak, cruiser 
or ferry and getting to 
know the San Juans means 
getting out on the water 
and finding the secluded 
bay where you can drop 
anchor and watch Great 
Blue Herons glide over a 
glassy, pristine sea.
 Make your trip to 
Friday Harbor in the 
offseason (when the aver-
age temps range in the 

40s) and you’ll have the 
place to yourself. Late fall 
events like Savor the San 
Juans or two different film 
festivals provide a power-
ful pull, but don’t scoff at 
the chance to rent a bike 
and roam from Friday 
Harbor to Roche Harbor 
on the other end of the 
island (where another 
airport is located) through 
dense fall foliage without 
another soul in sight.
 Should you decide to 
stay for another day (or 
week or month), lodging 
choices abound and 
nearly all will pick you up 
at the airport and shuttle 
you back whenever you 
like. You can stay right on 
Spring Street or settle into 
a westside waterfront hotel 
served by float planes. 

 Or you can just walk 
down a path from the air-
port, cross the street and 
settle in at Friday Harbor 
Suites for basic comfort 
and access to all that the 
town can offer.

IF YOU GO…
FRIDAY HARBOR AIRPORT 
(KFHR)
204 Front St.
Friday Harbor, WA 98250
contactus@portfridayharbor.org
360.378.4724

BOB’S TAXI
360.378.6777
Bobs-Taxi.com

SAN JUAN WATERHOUSE
1102 Old Johnson Road 
Friday Harbor 
360.378.5639
SanJuanWaterhouse.com

FRIDAY HARBOR SUITES
680 Spring St.
Friday Harbor WA 98250
360.378.3031
FridayHarborSuites.com

See the San Juans from
intimate Friday Harbor
BY MICHELLE CARTER • PHOTOS BY MIKE VENTURINO
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SAVE THE DATE
MMOPA 24th Annual Convention

October 15-18, 2014
Hyatt Regency Coconut Point

Bonita Springs, Florida

A resort like no other awaits you at the Hyatt Regency Coconut Point Resort & Spa. Sitting on 26 
breathtaking acres overlooking Estero Bay Aquatic Preserve, you will feel your cares melting away as 
soon as you arrive at our Bonita Springs resort. Soak up the Florida sun poolside or play like a kid 
again on the 140-foot water slide and private beach. Want to work up a sweat? Play a round at our 
world-class class Raptor Bay Golf Club, then recharge with luxurious treatments at Stillwater Spa.
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...NOTHING PREPARES YOU
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training experience special.

Visit SIMCOM’s website at simulator.com

At SIMCOM, training is not just about “checking the box.” It’s about 
preparing pilots for real world flight operations. 866.692.1994
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